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Roomers is a program of and published 
under the auspices of the Elwood/St Kilda 
Neighbourhood Learning Centre (ESNLC). 

The articles and artwork presented in this 
magazine do not necessarily represent the 

views of the auspicing organisation.

What is Roomers?

Almost all contributors to Roomers are residents or former residents of rooming 
houses, private hotels or supported residential services in the City of Port Phillip, 

which includes St Kilda, East St Kilda, South and Port Melbourne, Elwood,  
Albert Park and Middle Park. Roomers is distributed free to residents of rooming 

houses, private hotels and supported accommodation across the City of Port Phillip.  
It is also distributed to local cafes, community centres, libraries, laundromats, 

galleries, book stores and various places where people congregate.

The Roomers project recruits local writers, artists, photographers, journalists and 
cartoonists to work as mentors with contributors.

If you would like to become a contributor or mentor or a friend  
of Roomers, please contact Simone Jamieson on 9531 1954 or write to  

PO Box 57 Elwood 3184 or send an email: roomers@esnlc.com.au

No responsibility or liability will be accepted 
for any loss or damage which may result from 

inaccuracy or omission with respect to any  
of the material contained herein.

Roomers is a community arts  
project run by the Elwood St Kilda 
Neighbourhood Learning Centre.

Most of the back copies of Roomers  
are available on our website:  

roomers.org.au

We also have a blog, Bricks and Clicks –  
The Roomers Blog:  

theroomersblog.wordpress.com

It’s a Small World
From the Editor

We are with you all in this time of new 
hardships and new uncertainties. Our theme 
reflects on the best and the worst of us as a 
species. We gather every week (by electronic 
means at the moment) and rediscover each 
time the value of connection, kindness and 
courtesy. We wish you good health, good 
spirits and good care for yourselves. We are 
in this together, but some of us and you were 
already struggling and yes, life is a bit scary  
at the moment. We will get through this.

Maryanne Lynch
(Roomers facilitator and St Kilda resident  
and mother of two teenagers)

Artist Tilda Lynch
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Autumn leaves. 
It’s cold outside. 
A cup of coffee. 
Run out of milk. 
Time without clocks. 
What’s happening?
A hot-water bottle. 
Please tuck me in.
A bowl of soup. 
Those seagulls nick the chips right out of your mouth!
Winter sunshine. 
Alone. 
Chocolate. 
Always.
Do you have any spare change? 
In fact, it’s bloody freezing! 
Is anyone out there?
Shut the fuck up!
Spring is on the way.
But not yet.
Tomorrow is always another day.
Love. Love. Love.
The flowers will blossom soon.
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I saw your shadow on the blind as you passed by my window. 
I opened my door and beckoned you in. 
But you ignored me. 
As I stood waiting, you just turned and walked off again. 
My my my Corona. 
Why why why Corona. 
You could see that I was ready to die. 
But you rejected me and I’m asking you why.

It’s been thirty long years since my family dumped me. 
Here in this hell they call a nursing home. 
They never see me. 
I’ve just been left to rot away all alone. 
I’m all yours Corona. 
Come take me Corona. 
You can see this place is no good for me. 
Please take me with you now and let me go free.

It’s been light years now since my friends were all taken. 
The nurses are too busy to care. 
I lie here waiting. 
I tell you Corona life just isn’t fair. 
It’s my turn Corona. 
Take me next Corona. 
You’ll never get a worthier candidate. 
So quit your teasing now and don’t make me wait.

At break of day I’ll be in my bed a-waiting. 
I’ll leave my door ajar so you can come in. 
Please show some mercy. 
I’m begging and pleading that you won’t leave me again. 
Lie with me Corona. 
I’ll die with you Corona. 
I’m just dying to meet you face to face. 
And find release in the comfort of your embrace.

Oh, oh, oh, my Corona. 
At rest at last Corona. 
I praise the Lord as you carry me away 
Forgive me I just couldn’t stand another day.

Welcome to Bala, ya filthy animal 
You’re far from home 
I’m lost 
I know 
If you keep biting the hand that feeds you … 
If I needed saving from myself … 
You were in crisis 
There there, bub 
It’s my party and I’ll cry if I want to 
Do you know what a Balaclava is? A ‘hood 
If any of them touch you, you just come see me 
I was hearing some bad voices that day 
I’m known all over Melbourne,  
Not just on one train line or whatever 
Don’t be a stranger 
Back then it was really scuzzy 
Yep, we’re all fruity 
I always see you 
I hate it when I’m like this 
I’ve had episodes that lasted for years 
Give way to Shakti 
It’s your world 
Switched on, bruvs

My My My 
Corona
Wendy Butler

Seen, heard and 
said in my area
Emma Gell
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 The first time I thought about the size of the world 
(apart from geography lessons at secondary school, 
aged 12 -- I remember drawing the outline of Australia, 
colouring in the Great Divide, from Queensland to 
southern NSW, and a burning ambition to go there), 
was reading the motto of the Royal Agricultural 
College UK. of which I was an 18-year-old freshie in 
1966. The motto: an important acre is the one 
enclosed within the confines of the human skull, 
attend to it with love and care. In so many words.

Sadly, I’ve paid little attention to my ‘acre’ nor  
the motto. 

But writing now, sixty years later, I realise the 
wisdom of these words.

Rather, I took on the world at 21 years of age, in 1970, 
with the normal aspirations of a young man to flee the 
nest and discover the big wide world. 

In 1971, last of the ten-pound Poms, I emigrated 
to Australia, away from the grey drizzle of Blighty and 
its mean class-divided society.

Alcoholism drew me to many exotic places since 
then. More accurately, running away rather than 
running to.

I voyaged round Asia and the South Pacific, 
working, playing and drinking. Desperate, I habitually 
fell off the rails, and kept falling until coming to an 
abrupt stop in 1984, in my early thirties. I learned to 
hate, then fall in love, then hate, then be afraid.

But somehow in all this havoc I had unknowingly 
created a network of people I knew, and they knew 
me, and some I didn’t know. In the width, height, and 
length of my world, persons jumped out to surprise 
me. Hard to believe, knowing I was a maniac let loose.

It was a long, long cold road, the horizon teasing, 
always out of reach.

But I had little comprehension of the world as it 
diminished and got scarier. I still had my ‘acre’ even  
as the brain shrunk and memory failed. But it was 
infested with pests and weeds.

As I travelled around (a rolling stone), over 
oceans and land mass, wondering at the weight of 
them, shifting seats, rooting down, then pulling up,  
I was sailor and gypsy, alternate personality, and in 
illusion of the great wide world. But when I hit my 
mid-forties the earth shrank, squeezed into a 10-inch 
by 10-inch LCD screen generated by electrons, 
algorithms, analogues, ones and zeros. Fast-moving 
digits, avalanche of information killing the Fey de Joie; 
now a tiny, mean world. 

As I arrested alcoholism, one day at a time, I 
could occasionally remove the blinkers, see the world 
in a dewdrop, a snowflake, a buttercup petal. Signs of 
returning sanity.

***

On another tack, allow me to use the saying  
“it’s a small world’ in the figurative sense. Sudden 
encounters not entirely strange. Here are a few 
examples of how fate, luck, circumstance, the Hand of 
God and coincidence came to me in different stages 
of my life.

In 1970, I was 21, in the middle of Zambia. I was 
interviewed for Assistant Manager of a corn plantation 
owned by a British planter. Post siesta, I was 
introduced to a fellow graduate of the Royal 
Agricultural College, same year as me. I didn’t 
recognise him; I was so badly hungover. But, the 
chances of meeting that guy!!

In 1984, Kalgoorlie, I was 36-years-old, just 
sobered up, a friend (my wife insisted, but for the life 
of me I couldn’t recall), we’d met in Wau, Papua New 
Guinea in 1973, was now living in Kalgoorlie, now my 
boss at the Department of Agriculture!!!

In 2010, in Ban ThaRea, north-east Thailand, I was 
at a meeting at Nonghan Lake, with a gorgeous 
sunset, when my friend John introduced me to an 
Australian on vacation. I was recently sober, brain 
function only restarting. This man, Peter, and I 
suddenly recognised each other. I’d met Peter in 
Kalgoorlie in 1985, a solid, good friend who helped me 
with untreated alcoholism!!! (25 years ago.)

In 1989, my family and I rented a farm cottage in 
Loomberah, neat Tamworth, NSW. I was getting sober 
again, and I’d booked a rehab in Sydney. In 2020, I met 
the Reverend of a church near where I live in South 
Melbourne, Victoria. After a while, knowing each other 
better, he confided in me that in 1989, his parish and 
residence was in the hamlet of Dungowan about two 
miles from Loomberah. We are now firm friends!!!  
(31 years ago.)

Again in 2020, at the church, when I was 71 
years old, I met a young lady from the UK on vacation.

‘And where are you from?’ I asked after the service. 
‘From Chatham!’ she replied.
‘Oh’, I said. ‘I lived near there growing up’, adding 

‘I went to the Hundred of Hoo Secondary School in 
1960. I was 12 years’.

‘Well’, she replied, ‘my father is a governor of 
that school!!! (60 years later!)

Also in 2020, I bumped into a guy I knew from 
Miracle Haven, Morrisey, NSW. We were both 
counsellors at a rehab for alcoholics and addicts. In 
1990!! (30 years ago).

And in the same year I met a Ni-Vanuatu guy; he 
had been at a conference in Melbourne. I met him in the 
church one Sunday. ‘I worked in Port Vila Vanuatu in 1996. 
My boss, the Director of Agriculture, was my close 
friend.’ He looked at me with the famous Ni-Vanuatu 
smile.:‘Oh yes, he is my cousin!!!’ (24 years ago!).

***

A small world, I guess, yes in some ways, how 
we collide like electrons in a living cell, how something 
very powerful is orchestrating the whole caboodle.

One thing I am fairly sure of is that special acre, 
that garden of fruit within the fence line of my 
cranium, that I try to keep as tidy and productive as 
possible. Curiously, it’s always there when I pick 
myself up from the dirt again.

When I’m back on the rails the way is easier  
and not so lonely. I trudge in contentment the road 
less travelled.

A Small World
Roderick Waller
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On the Lake A Constellation
Around the lake. 

It was a crisp day and with my mother I walked. The lake was 
Wendouree in Ballarat and we found a cafe to stop at for 
warmth, and a hot  coffee. While going in, a man appeared from 
my life quite unexpectedly. He was from my little Alcoholic 
Anonymous group in South Melbourne. He shared in this group 
about his days of farming, and his love of cricket. A tall silver-
haired man, he appeared before me of all places in this cafe in 
Ballarat. We spoke pleasantries, and I think he felt awkward at 
this surprise. So was I. 

Pleasantries. We spoke about what we were doing here and 
how we were going. It didn’t last long because this silver-haired 
man, a good deal older than me which created a certain amount 
of tension, found himself and his companion a table of their own.

My mother, when I sat down, was surprised at the encounter. 
I thought about my little Alcoholic Anonymous group in South 
Melbourne, and the sharing of us both, and how we had both 
battled the booze.

6

We are living in a constellation. The pieces of our lives form a 
constellation. Our lives are a universe. The microcosm is a thread  
of pictures, stories, places, people, names, faces, expressions.  
She is a microcosmic episode, a blip on the world’s stage.

The moments of joy pass through her. She is animated, poised,  
and ready. It’s party time, her face drops, there is a quiet excitement.

We move to the rhythm of feet as they step along the sidewalk. 
Streets are places people meet for a moment, but live for a lifetime.

The doorbell rings but when she answers nobody is there.  
A constellation is a moment in time. Breathing, taking a breath, 
seething, she lifts her head. (A balloon pops.)

What should one expect from the sky and its stars? Does it make  
a difference if you are wiser then the next guy?

Wisdom is a word, an action, a feeling of knowing what’s right and 
when to act. The actions become scenes in a roller coaster of moving 
emotions. I am wise, we are wise.

No offence but you left your hat on the table and I don’t like hat hair  
on my main smorgasbord of plates, dishes and food scraps. It’s the 
place where I eat. I am not offended, yet. But I could be offended.

In the streets they riot over bread and marriage. Some won’t even 
break it, bread I mean, with a gay couple.

If you heard it on the radio, would you know your own name, your 
father’s voice, the crying sounds of grief?

They riot, we riot, for peace, for a world without chickens in cages.  
I riot, we riot, for pieces of the story: a constellation, a piece of  
art worth millions of faces which have stood before it in galleries  
of oppression.

Peace is not a nasty word.

Anna GouldAnthony Cheshire



This?

Suitcase of donuts? Window of  blue glass? Africa, 
which Spain? Thinking? What will winter? Houseboats? Sweet, 
tender, 
hard, 
old? Can you smell rain? Will you use bleach? Recognition?

Coincidence? The real? Education? Rebellion? Teeth? Is this 
what it is? Big trucks & pulsing red? Splanky? Reference? 
You know how to survive,

do you know what you do? Are you subject to bourgeoise frenzy?
Parlayvoo jigjig? Fit the words exactly to the reality,

perception would crystalize,
& content to be silent henceforth? Knock-knock? Do you pick 

raspberries? Matter of time,
size,
density? Determined to self-destruct? This sentence,
what revealed? You warmer? Wear hats? Same story,
different? Another? Meaning? ThisThus? Fini?

Paul Harper

Questions and Answers … From Roomers to Roomers
Questions from Tanya

If you could time-travel, what era would you fly to?

What is your favourite book?

How does it feel when the snow falls upon your 
face? (If you have seen or experienced snow.)

How do you mourn in your culture?

Answers from Emma

Given the opportunity to time travel I’d turn it down. 
Way too dangerous!

The Book or Imaginary Beings by Jorge Luis Borges.  
St Kilda Library has it.

Snow on my face feels like a little kiss from Winter.

On Mum’s birthday we went to Springvale Crematorium 
and had a little picnic at my Mum’s grave. I brought 
macaroons and Fight MND beanies, my brother 
brought a blanket, sandwiches and fruit, my Dad 
brought flowers -- and rosemary, for remembrance. 
Mum used to say ‘funerals are for the living’, so I was 
glad we had a nice day. We grieve Mum by 
remembering her and talking about her heaps.

Answers from pen,pal

I would go back to the thirties i love the clothes 
dances n shoes.le foret is my fav book ,followed by 
the baron in the trees.snow feels loveli on my face ,i 
make snow angels.we use denial unfortunately in 
my culture so we pretend not to mourn fuk 

Questions from Justin

Would you prefer to breathe underwater? Or be 
able to fly?

What is the wildest edge of experience in your opinion?

Hell or boiling water. What would you choose?

What do you find comforting/soothing?

Do you believe we are bipedal mammals? Or are 
we characters in some deity’s dream/ nightmare?

Answers from Roderick

Underwater or fly? Neither.

See below.

Hell or boiling water? Neither.

Comforting/soothing? Heeling in a sailboat and 
playing bluegrass. 

I’m a biped mammal!

And to elaborate on my second response …

Banajo

Five-string banjo picking sends waves of release and 
joy through my unlovely body.

One day I’ll play like that, watching a video clip of Earl 
Scr. i ggs hammering out Wabash Cannonball in D#.  
I take out the banjo I purchased four years ago, at the 
local Cash Converters. Therapeutic; that was my 
thinking then. Blew off the cobwebs, gazed at the slim 
polished neck, the taut skin, shiny steel strings, I turned 
the ivory tuning keys, got a sense of being in tune.

I can’t read a word of music, nor understand the theory; 
played on instinct, by ear and personal rhythm. I picked 
a few chords, immediately my chronic depression lifted 
a notch. Opened up the manic cage set in my heart. 

It works every time, don’t know why I put things off  
so much.

I took a lesson not long ago. Expensive and didn’t 
catch onto much. Then the COVID lockdown  settled the 
matter. Story of my life, late for everything. Sometimes I 
imagine me running after the hearse as it crawls to the 
graveyard. “Wait for me!” I cry, breathless. Had my 
banjo hung round my neck of course. Can’t be 
depressed when they lay me in the ground.

A cre
ative wander through the highways a

nd 
byways of our lives

98
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i cant really read at the moment. anything. i did manage to listen 
to a little talk this am so that was good. now i will try to write. 
hmmm. wish me luck. my feet are in the sun. stockined, as in 
my feet are covered in my stockings. i wish to have bare feet. 
alas i am outside and i suppose it would not do, to disrobe in 
public, for someone may scream, put some clothes on. i am at 
the wall, out the back of the library, hitching a ride on their wifi.  
completly legal. i am sat on me little sheepskin that i found in 
someone’s hard rubbish. i washed and sterilized it to make it 
mine. it is grey in color. the sun feels nice. i had to come and be 
with it, a sun worshipper.

the tree that i want to write about is a fig tree i grew. it now 
stands 2 storeys high. this tree has been a teacher to me. 
showing me that nature is stronger and wiser than my emotions 
for there was a time, in upset, that i did want to cut down the 
tree i grew.

i got the tiny shoot from someone’s house; the person was 
moving from doncaster. i’d gone to help. as we closed the door 
and looked behind us for the last time, i noticed the small plant 
next to the door, it was in a small container, there was no more 
than one leaf or shoot. i asked if i cld have it at home. i had 
recently dug up concrete in my car space so i had the perfect 
spot for the plant, which now after several years has become a 
huge tree, full of figs, which the bats love.

something happened for me with the person and that upset 
was what made me want to cut the tree down ,but i didnt. so i 
suppose this tree really taught me to keep my emotions in 
check and not be so reactive. i am in love with the tree and me 
and the person still talk. we even tried to workshop the issue. 
for me, the friendship’s never been the same but I’m still willing 
to talk -- something inside of me changed. i learnt that even 
after years of knowing someone, there’s still more to learn. i 
learnt a bit more about some primal issues that make people 
tick. what hurts one person doesn’t necesarily hurt another; 
people see things so differently. 

i’m going to finish up now as I’m not very comfortable, and just 
to end, all i can say is i would die in a world without trees. trees 
are my friends. my dream is to have a huge property, to go crazy 
growing trees, and letting them be. 

trees fall in love with each other.

Tree of freedom
pen,pal



 not just an old wives tale, a 

deliberate tactic to deny any connection to 

global warming. With higher temps & reduced rain 

there are fewer opportunities for 

fuel reduction burning. We also have a Federal 

Government that denies any connection. A Federal  

Government recently voted back. To deny that  

connection means preparing for the fire season on the 

basis of past experience. In the context of global 

warming preparations on the basis of past experience will 

always be inadequate. The NSW Govt also 

denies any connection. A NSW Govt that banned public 

servants at a recent conference on global warming from 

even using the phrase global warming. Many  

blaming arsonists or the Greens or whatever 

are doing so to deny their own culpability. Deep & 

independent thinkers who parrot Jones or the  

Murdoch press. Deep & independent thinkers  

who haven’t opened a book since High School. Deep & 

independent thinkers who ignore expert  

advice because they & only they have some 

mystical connection to the land. Last of 

the rugged individualists all. Deep & independent 

thinkers who vote for the same mob no matter what. 

Deep & independent thinkers who back  

massive land clearing that further raises temperatures & 

reduces rainfall. Deep & independent thinkers who bang 

on about welfare scroungers but who’ve always got their 

mitts out for subsidies. 

Deep & independent thinkers who continue to deny the 

evidence of their senses because it contradicts  

ideology . Etc., etc., etc. No correspondence will be 

entered into. I’ve had a gutfull of listening to 

Quiet Australians.

Sunrise Facebook Edit
Paul Harper

I have l lived in Australia for many years and,  
over time, I became introduced to the most 
unusual fashion statement.

“The mullet”.

At Christmas my son told me he wanted  
“a mullet”. I was amused and found it strange  
in this unusual culture.

“The mullet”, I believe, is unique to the  
Australian way of life. It is a quirky custom.

A mullet:
1. Haircut. Short at the front and long at the back.
2. Mullet-head. Person of dubious intelligence.

An Introduction  
to the Mullet
Tanya Page

12 13



It’s a Small World  
for a Virus
Wendy Butler
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I was born in Wuhan
Quickly multiplied
From epidemic to pandemic
Took over most of China.

Caught a fishing boat
Settled in Japan
Found conditions great in India
Made a killing there.

Made my way through Asia
By boat and rail and air
And made my way to Europe
Multiplying all the way.

Slipped across to England
Before they closed the borders
Italy was easy
Everyone so close together.

Then down I went to Africa
Increasing every day
Conditions very favourable
I think I’m here to stay.

Jumped a cruise ship to Australia
Didn’t do much there
But I’ll come back later
To try my luck again.

Totalled New York City
Brought it to its knees
Not so great America
When I’m finished there.

Yes, it’s a small world for a virus
And getting smaller every day.
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The dreams become so painless and free 
The longer I stay 
And as I thrive in the dreamworld  
I am unreal in the real one

There is something comforting in this abandonment 
Something almost crystallised in its anarchy

And I search endlessly on endless days and nights 
For someone to bring an end 
To this cycle of endless days and nights

I know my passengers are scared and sacred 
And I weep for their vulnerability and retarded faith

Lust Goddesses ruin the cosmos of my sanity 
And the universe of my heart

I lie in the grass, soaked in mist 
And laugh in a glorious melody 
With the unseen creatures 
Who understand the invisible pain

Worship my carnal knowledge void 
Who is as scared as I am when we hang out

On the highway of love 
I was murdered by four heartbreaker junkies 
Masquerading as angels 
Six times

Blessed and bedridden in the witching hour 
I rose up and seized her fleeting hand 
Quickly she turned 
Sullen and tangled by forbidden urges 
Traumatised through years of the unspeakable

Tantalised by desires all wet 
Desires teased 
Trances seduced by the trance’s squeeze

Can’t you help the dream 
The harrowing scream, she cried 
The street that bore your name 
In a midnight tirade

Before the soft blows to your psyche 
Blew your pain apart 
Soft shows for your melancholy 
Slow realms for your absurdity 
Dividing seams for your insecurity

Candid civilians 
Looking for a rush 
That’s long gone and free 
Cradled in your eyes 
In forgiving arms

If you want to know forgiveness 
Beyond God’s powers 
It’s in women’s dreams

So many things are just in our minds 
But there is nothing without the mind

Journeying through ambiguity 
One is ripped in half 
Through a shaft of light

The area is lit up and people run

Power minds bleeding 
Ripples in the seeds’ kindling 
Beauty attacked our sings 
As infallibility gave us wings

Your love I murdered for 
In the Dark Alleys of Eternity

In a sullen kiss, a damned kiss 
Years turned into seconds 
And I was left hanging 
In the whorehouse decking

You came in begging 
As I let go flying …

Some people get a kick  
Out of being a hopeless farce 
Sometimes the Devil’s fire 
Moulds the soul like glass

But some things are worthy of great blessed greatness 
As some angels celebrate a strange wanton darkness

I loved you beyond God’s knowledge of mechanics

And as I drained the world  
Of its true sensibility 
Absurdity monitored its own reality 
Which caught a fever from fantasy

Fantasy, oh the chastity

Sincerity blossomed in our eyes 
Like a thousand disguises

You can’t whisper in my ears your fears 
They are just lost years you try to play

Frayed, misbehave 
Derailed in a stream of some other’s fucked consciousness

The look she gives 
Breeds a celibate tongue 
In a democratic tongue

I cried for mankind 
And kissed her for salvation

Drinking like terminal fuck ups 
Wallowing in grassy fields hectares long 
Vandalising my sleep deprivation, I laugh

Have some of that chuckled the jester 
As he prepared his disgrace 
Have some of this I cried 
As I shoved atrocities in his face

Millions did themselves in 
And I screamed at the proof

I had pushed fantasy beyond its own dimensions 
Escape from the stupidity that surrounds me

Laughter in the corner 
With your heart shining like stolen diamonds

But I could not face it 
Not the ridicule or their grotesque faces 
I cared for the angel who serenaded my love

Suffering through others’ dishonesty 
Ignore your true feelings to be a real man 
Don’t be scared to kiss me 
‘Cause I will show you the place 
Where the sorrow ends 
Love life

Hold me, that’s all there is …

Hold Me,  
That’s All There Is 

Justin Bergelin
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How about becoming a friend of Roomers?

For as little as $15 per year you can help Roomers keep going.  
We are always in search of funds to continue publishing Roomers as 
a biannual magazine and running weekly creative writing workshops 

as well as creating and contributing to public performances and 
presentations. Friends of Roomers receive:

2 copies of Roomers posted annually 
Invitations to any spoken word/performances and launches 

A warm and fuzzy feeling in your belly

Individual (low income): $15 per year  
Individual (cashed up): $25 per year 

Organisations: $35 per year

And remember we want your stories and poems and songs  
and articles and musings and photos and artwork.

And we want them now.

When you send your work in, please include your name and address so 
we can contact you. We never print people’s addresses and you can be 

anonymous if you like a little mystery in your life.

Contact Simone Jamieson on 9531 1954 or  
write to PO Box 57 Elwood 3184 or  

send us an email: roomers@esnlc.com.au


